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in the end he starts to dance together with mahendra and becomes mahendra’s
partner and dolly as well. they dance for a few numbers and then the song stops and
munna and dolly announce that they are going to marry each other. then dolly asks
michael to dance with her. michael dances on the stage with dolly and looks at her
and they starts to dance together. michael tries hard to save her but she is murdered
by mahendra’s men while michael attempts to attack mahendra and save dolly.
munna and dolly now realize their true love for each other. munna sets out on a
journey to bring dolly back to life and the both of them struggle with the gangsters in
their hunt for the real killer. this movie has a super hit and super star cast including
anushka sharma, sudhir mishra, shraddha kapoor, kunal khemu, pooja misrra,
taapsee pannu, dolly and many more. it is a super star cast and super hit movie. this
is the first time that your favorite actors and characters from bollywood are in this
movie. if you are a fan of bollywood movies then you will love this movie. this movie
is based on action, drama, romance & music. the director of this movie is milap
zaveri who is famous for his punjabi movie “lungi dance”. the film has been released
on the screen on 26th march 2017 and is rated 7.5 out of 10. the movie is a remake
of the 2013 telugu film lrs and is based on the 2012 bollywood film michael jackson:
this is it. the film was released on 6 march 2017 in india. the film was originally
planned to release on 21 august 2015, but was postponed and was eventually
released on 6 march 2017.
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